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DÉCOR AND DESIGN

by Michele Haynes

suited to assist owners by
providing a “Property
Styling for Sale” service,
sometimes called (Home
Staging/House Doctoring).
Far too often we are called in to help as a last
resort, once the Agent and owner are resigned to
reducing the price. Why do that? It is a
competitive market, so be prepared and make
your property stand out and look amazing to the
widest possible group of purchasers before putting
it up for sale.
Offering a personal (non-cookie cutter)
design approach, we have helped City and
Barbican residents sell properties that hadn’t
previously received viewings or offers.
Sometimes we just de-clutter and style and on
other occasions provide a full turnkey solution.
Our aim is to work swiftly to get properties onto
the market and have often surprised the owner
by increasing the sale price.
Haynes Interior’s photos from a recently styled Barbican Project.

Are you thinking of selling your
property?

T

he Central London property market is
currently suffering somewhat, owing to
the impact of stamp duty and the general
uncertainty arising from Brexit; Indeed, the
number of homes changing hands overall last
December, fell to its lowest level since November
2016.
Those wishing to sell properties in the mature
developments, such as the Barbican, face stiff
competition from the overseas investors, who
bought newly developed London apartments off
plan a year or so ago in the hope of making a
quick profit and who are also now desperate to
sell.

Do you want to get the best
financial return possible?
A property is a major investment, so why
wouldn’t you want to get the best return you can
for it? If it was your car you would buff and polish
it up, so do the same for your home and get it in
tip top condition and then “style/stage it to
impress”. Buyers’ expectations and aspirations are
very high these days and to compete with the
plethora of new builds styled and dressed to
perfection, older properties including the
Barbican must work hard to compete! You can’t
rent it out for 5 years and have done nothing to
it, then expect to sell it easily; that just won’t
work these days.
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Don’t wait until your property
has languished on the market
and you are forced into reducing
the price.
Do the preparation yourself or get assistance and
the rewards will follow.

Need some expert help getting
your property ready for sale?
Haynes Interiors are primarily an Interior Design
business, but have found that by combining our
marketing and design skills we are also perfectly

Our Steps/Services offered: 1. Initially we view your property and for a fixed
fee, provide advice via a “Home Style
Report”, highlighting the strengths and
weaknesses of your home, together with
practical workable solutions, which you can
then handle yourself or ask us to project coordinate for you.
2. De-Cluttering assistance (because not everybody
finds this easy to handle). Working alongside you
we sensitively assist you, in storing or throwing
items away, to ensure your property look as
spacious and stylish as possible.
3. Project Co-ordinate and Design any proposed
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works, such as new lighting, carpeting, making
or hanging blinds or curtains, painting and
decorating and/or re-designing of bathrooms
and kitchens.
4. Refresh balconies and interiors with plants.
5. Finally, Styling & Staging your property to
make it look fabulous. Where possible working
with your belongings/furniture, but also hire
and purchase accessories, rugs, throws, art and
fresh flowers to create simple, contemporary
and beautiful homes that buyers will aspire to.
This in turn, means your photographs and
viewings will not fail to impress and get you
closer to that all-important sale.
“The thoroughness of the Report and its
attention to vital detail were most impressive,
particularly in view of the short time in which
you produced it.”
C.F. Musgrave (Chartered Accountant)

TIPS to help you prepare for a
sale. (These may appear obvious but
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De-personalise

Spring Clean

• If you have lots of family photos or mementos,
select a few nice ones and store the remainder
(you can always retrieve them when you have
moved).

• A beautiful clean home inside and out, reassures
prospective purchasers that the property is well
cared for and less likely to have major issues.

Style to Impress – Vital to create
an interesting and inviting home

are so often overlooked): -

DIY Jobs
• Now step back and tackle those long overdue
DIY tasks.
• PS. All beige is not a great look, so use neutral
paint colours carefully.

• Consider every room and refresh tired items.
Keep thinking how would a prospective
purchaser walking in for the first time view
your home. In the bedroom for example, treat
yourself to a new set of bed linen, it doesn’t
have to be expensive, and then add some
contemporary cushions to bring it up to date.

De-Clutter & organize your
belongings – Great to do at this time
of the year - even if you are not selling
• This is not easy for everybody to do, which is
why we offer to work with clients here.
• Keep surfaces as clear as possible. If every nook
and cranny is overfilled buyers can’t image
themselves living in your home.
• Make your home feel spacious by storing
things away. Do not be tempted to throw
things behind a closed door, (as buyers will
almost certainly peer into your cupboards), but
organize and store only those items you really
need or wish to keep for posterity.
• Purchase decorative storage boxes, to hide the
everyday objects that don’t need to be seen i.e.
children’s toys or those numerous unsightly
cables we all accumulate.

Bathrooms and Kitchens
• Ensure these rooms are as up-to-date as
possible. If underwhelming or too tired, these
rooms can act as barriers to a sale.

So if are considering selling, invite us in
before you put it up for sale with your local
estate agent, as a fresh pair of eyes and
independent advice, might just help you
achieve a better price for your property and a
faster sale!
Contact: Michele Haynes of Haynes
Interiors on: 07984 884408
or Email: m.haynes@haynesinteriors.co.uk
Website: www.haynesinteriors.co.uk
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